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AgentsThere are many di�erent de�nitions for the term agent within AI.Allow me to introdue EVIL ROBOT.
ENVIRONMENT

At
SenseGLORIOUS LEADER!!!!DR HOLDEN WILL BE OURMUST ENSLAVE EARTH!!!

We will use the following simple de�nition: an agent is any deviethat an sense and at upon its environment .



AgentsThis de�nition an be very widely applied: to humans, robots, pieesof software, and so on.We are taking quite an applied perspetive. We want to make thingsrather than opy humans , so to be sienti� there are some issues tobe addressed:� How an we judge an agent's performane?� How an an agent's environment a�et its design?� Are there sensible ways in whih to think about the struture ofan agent?Reall that we are interested in devies that at rationally , where`rational' means doing the orret thing under given irumstanes .Reading: Russell and Norvig, hapter 2.



Measuring performaneHow an we judge an agent's performane? Any measure of perfor-mane is likely to be problem-spei�.Example: For a hess playing agent, we might use its rating.Example: For a mail-�ltering agent, we might devise a measure ofhow well it bloks spam, but allows interesting email to be read.Example: For a ar leaning robot, we might want maximum removalof dirt in minimum time. Being more sophistiated, we also don'twant the ar to get damaged, or to use too muh water or energy...And we might want the robot to have spare time at the weekend towrite its novel...So: the hoie of a performane measure is itself worthy of arefulonsideration.



Measuring performaneWe're usually interested in expeted, long-term performane .We are generally interested in expeted performane beause usuallyagents are not omnisient|they don't infallibly know the outomeof their ations.It is rational for you to enter this leture theatre even if the roof fallsin today.An agent apable of deteting and proteting itself from a falling roofmight be more suessful than you, but not more rational .



Measuring performaneWe generally also favour long-term performane .For example: we'd probably prefer a spam �lter that detets spammost of the time over a long time period, over one that has 100perent auray on the �rst day and dismal performane thereafter.



EnvironmentsHow an an agent's environment a�et its design? Example: theenvironment for a hess program is vastly di�erent to that for anautonomous deep-spae vehile . Some ommon attributes of anenvironment have a onsiderable inuene on agent design.� Aessible/inaessible: do perepts tell you everything youneed to know about the world?� Deterministi/non-deterministi: does the future depend pre-ditably on the present and your ations?� Episodi/non-episodi is the agent run in independent episodes.� Stati/dynami: an the world hange while the agent is deidingwhat to do?� Disrete/ontinuous: an environment is disrete if the sets ofallowable perepts and ations are �nite.



EnvironmentsAll of this assumes there is only one agent.When multiple agents are involved we need to onsider:� Whether the situation is ompetitive or ooperative .� Whether ommuniation required?An example of multiple agents:news.bb.o.uk/1/hi/tehnology/3486335.stm



Basi strutures for intelligent agentsAre there sensible ways in whih to think about the struture of anagent? Again, this is likely to be problem-spei�, although perhapsto a lesser extent.So far, an agent is based on perepts, ations and goals.Example: automati airraft pilot.Perepts: sensor information regarding height, speed, engines et,audio and video inputs, and so on.Ations: manipulation of the airraft's ontrols.Also, perhaps talking to the passengers et.Goals: get to the neessary destination as quikly as possible withminimal use of fuel, without rashing et.



Programming agentsA basi agent might be thought of as follows:
action agent(percept)

{

static memory; // the agent’s memory.

memory = updateMemory(memory,percept);

nextAction = chooseAction(memory);

memory = updateMemory(memory,nextAction);

return nextAction;

}Obviously a great deal of omplexity has been hidden inside updateMemoryand chooseAction.Also, further omplexity has been ignored. For example, what if aperept arrives while chooseAction is exeuting?



Programming agentsWe'll initially look at two hopelessly limited approahes, beause theydo suggest a ouple of important points.Hopelessly limited approah number 1: use a table to map pereptsequenes to ations. This an quikly be rejeted.� The table will be huge for any problem of interest. About 35
100entries for a hess player.� We don't usually know how to �ll the table.� Even if we allow table entries to be learned it will take too long.� The system would have no autonomy .We an attempt to overome these problems by allowing agents toreason .Autonomy is an interesting issue though...



AutonomyIf an agent's behaviour depends in some manner on its own experi-ene of the world via its perept sequene, we say it is autonomous .� An agent using only built-in knowledge would seem not to be su-essful at AI in any meaningful sense: its behaviour is prede�nedby its designer.� On the other hand some built-in knowledge seems essential, evento humans.Not all animals are entirely autonomous.For example: dung beetles.



Reex agentsHopelessly limited approah number 2: try extrating pertinent in-formation and using rules based on this.Condition-ation rules:

if a ertain state is observed then perform some ationExample:

if speed has fallen below that required then inrease power to theenginesThis leads to a reex agent .



Keeping trak of the environmentSome points immediately present themselves regarding why reexagents are unsatisfatory:� We an't always deide what to do based on the urrent perept .� However storing all past perepts might be undesirable (for ex-ample requiring too muh memory) or just unneessary.� Reex agents don't maintain a desription of the state of theirenvironment ...� ...however this seems neessary for any meaningful AI. (Considerautomating the task of driving.)This is all the more important as usually perepts don't tell youeverything about the state .



Keeping trak of the environmentIt seems reasonable that an agent should maintain:� A desription of the urrent state of its environment .� Knowledge of how the environment hanges independently of theagent .� Knowledge of how the agent's ations a�et its environment .This requires us to do knowledge representation and reasoning .



Goal-based agentsIt seems reasonable that an agent should hoose a rational ourse ofation depending on its goal .� If an agent has knowledge of how its ations a�et the environ-ment, then it has a basis for hoosing ations to ahieve goals.� To obtain a sequene of ations we need to be able to searh andto plan .This is fundamentally di�erent from a reex agent.For example: by hanging the goal you an hange the entire be-haviour.



Goal-based agentsWe now have a basi design that looks something like this:

Desription of Goal
Infer

UpdatePerept
Desription: urrent environmentDesription: e�et of ationsDesription: behaviour of environment

Update

Ation/Ation sequene



Utility-based agentsIntroduing goals is still not the end of the story.There may be many sequenes of ations that lead to a given goal,and some may be preferable to others .A utility funtion maps a state to a number representing the desir-ability of that state.� We an trade-o� oniting goals , for example speed and safety.� If an agent has several goals and is not ertain of ahieving anyof them, then it an trade-o� likelihood of reahing a goal againstthe desirability of getting there.Maximising expeted utility over time forms a fundamental modelfor the design of agents. However we don't get as far as that until AIII.



Learning agentsIt seems reasonable that an agent should learn from experiene .

Learner Desription of GoalFeedbak

Infer
UpdatePerept

Desription: urrent environmentDesription: e�et of ationsDesription: behaviour of environment
Update

Ation/Ation sequene

Update



Learning agentsThis requires two additions:� The learner needs some form of feedbak on the agent's perfor-mane. This an ome in several di�erent forms.� In general, we also need a means of generating new behaviour inorder to �nd out about the world.This in turn implies a trade-o�: should the agent spend time ex-ploiting what it's learned so far, or exploring the environment onthe basis that it might learn something really useful?



What have we learned? (No pun intended...)The ruial things that should be taken away from this leture are:� The nature of an agent depends on its environment and perfor-mane measure .� We're usually interested in expeted, long-term performane .� Autonomy requires that an agent in some way behaves dependingon its experiene of the world .� There is a natural basi struture on whih agent design an bebased.� Consideration of that struture leads naturally to the basi areasovered in this ourse.Those basi areas are: knowledge representation and reasoning,searh, planning and learning . Oh, and �nally, we've learned NOT TO MESS WITH EVILROBOT... he's a VERY BAD ROBOT!



ExeriseIt is notoriously diÆult to predit what will be possible in the future, so your answers might wellbe amusing to you when you �nd them in twenty years time.Exerise:1. If you haven't seen it already, wath the �lm A.I. Arti�ial Intelligene paying partiularattention to the harater \Teddy".2. A large number of subjets were overed in the initial letures in terms of how they've inuenedAI: for example philosophy, mathematis, eonomis and so on. How do these show up inTeddy's design?3. What aspets of Teddy are within our urrent apabilities to design?4. What aspets of Teddy would you expet to be able to implement within the next �fteen years.How about the next �fty years?5. Are there aspets of Teddy that you would expet to elude us for one hundred years or more?6. To what extent does the \natural basi struture" for an agent, as desribed in these notes,form a useful basis for implementing Teddy's internals? What is missing?
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